
SOLAR SYSTEM PAYBACK GUARANTEE & 
ADDITIONAL PROTECTION PLANS
OPTIMUS SOLAR provides investors with industry-leading guarantees on their solar system production 
and maintenance.  All Optimus Solar PV systems are designed to provide 30+ years of power 
generation and the included warranty is designed to provide guaranteed power generation through the 
financial payback of each system.  

Every solar PV system purchased through Optimus Solar includes a “System Payback Guarantee”.  
This means: if any component fails during the period from install until 100% payback of net system 
cost, Optimus will cover ALL parts and labor required to fix.  

In addition to this System Payback Guarantee, (and the manufacturer’s 30-year individual module 
power generation guarantee), investors have the following options available to them at time of system 
purchase, and up to one year from date of install, to ensure a lifetime of maintenance-free and worry-
free power generation.

Included in all Optimus Solar Systems:

 + 30-year individual module power production warranty (manufacturer’s warranty, pays for    
 depreciated value of underperforming panel, parts only)

 + 12-year individual inverter warranty (manufacturer’s warranty, replacement of faulty inverter at   
 depreciated value, parts only)

GOLD PLAN:

 + All included items in Silver Plan plus:

 + 24/7 proactive system production monitoring

 + Proactive service call with dip in production from expectation (non-  
 weather related)

 + Annual site visit to visually inspect system integrity

SILVER PLAN:

 + All manufacturer’s warranties plus warranty on ALL PARTS AND LABOR  
 for 15 years from date of install

BRONZE PLAN:

 + All manufacturer’s warranties plus warranty on ALL PARTS AND LABOR  
 for 10 years from date of install

OPTIMUS SOLAR

PLATINUM PLAN:

 + Gold plan extended from 15 years to 30 years

Homeowners are responsible for reporting any damage immediately to Optimus Solar. They are also responsible for 
maintaining an active internet connection for Inverter tracking of system production. Homeowner-inflicted damage, 
whether intentional or accidental, roof damage and water intrusion in areas unrelated to solar punctures, and damage 
due to weather events are excluded from all warranty plans.


